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1. I'm trying to digest the news quickly bc I've been away
all day AND I just came back to MAJOR developments but
essentially: Mueller's team has had enough of the BS and
is unsealing evidence of obstruction AND conspiracy.
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BREAKING / NBC News: Ret. Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn told 
Special Counsel Mueller's Office about efforts to interfere "both 
before and after his guilty plea, where either he or his attorneys 
received communication from persons connected to the 
Administration or Congress...” (1/2)
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2. In addition, per NBC news, a federal judge has ordered prosecutors to file

transcripts with the court of Flynn's conversations with Russian officials by MAY 31.

You can mark that down as the END of the "no collusion" claim.

3. To recap: Flynn gave Mueller a VOICEMAIL even, attesting obstruction of justice

on Trump's part. Not only: Flynn told Mueller about attempts from people

CONNECTED TO CONGRESS AND the Administration to influence his cooperation

and its completeness.

4. What this means: Flynn has Trump red-handed on obstruction, complete with

VOICEMAIL evidence. Amazing. But... part 2 is even better. Bc Flynn shared

"internal statements made by senior Trump campaign officials discussing the

prospect of reaching out to Wikileaks." BLOOOOP!!!

5. Trump's PERSONAL ATTORNEY left the voicemail to Flynn, telling him

essentially "well Trump is implicated so we have a NATSEC issue and we need a

heads up if you cooperate with Mueller". And remember how Trump says he loves

you. Um . 😂 Witness tampering. Obstruction. All that.

6. Now, we also have that little pesky detail of people connected to CONGRESS

reaching out to Flynn and his attorneys with messages that "could have affected both

his willingness to cooperate and the completeness of that cooperation". I will bet my

$1 on DEVIN NUNES.

7. Back to the Wikileaks part of this, Flynn told Mueller about SENIOR Trump

campaign officials discussing the prospect of reaching out to Wikileaks. but he didn't

just SAY It. He gave Mueller INTERNAL DOCS. This implicates BOTH Trump AND

his campaign for? Conspiracy/collusion.
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8. The aim of the Wikileaks contact was to coordinate the release of STOLEN material

from the DNC and the Clinton campaign, bc hacked material is STOLEN, in order to

influence the election and possibly change the narrative the day of the Access

Hollywood tape.

9. That, my friends, is conspiracy with Russia bc Wikileaks possessed emails and

material that RUSSIAN HACKERS had stolen. not to mention that even the TRUMP

CIA has repeatedly said, through Pompeo no less (LOL) that Wikileaks is just  

a front for RUSSIAN INTELLIGENCE.

10. Jerome Corsi (yes, that one) said Stone wanted Wikileaks to publish their

Clinton/DNC/Podesta material the day the Access Hollywood tape was made public.

Corsi knows bc Stone called him and told him that was what he wanted. Why? Bc it

would change the narrative.

11. Considering Stone is going to be tried exactly for conspiring with Wikileaks in

order to publish hacked material, I'm sure you can add 2+2. The biggest twist though

was half an hour ago as a judge ordered transcripts of Flynn's conversations with RU

OFFICIALS to be filed. :O

12. That means those transcripts are going to be PUBLIC.  

 

https://twitter.com/NatashaBertrand/status/1129152460738768896

13. The material must be filed by May 31st. So as I've said, you can mark that day

down as the day the "no collusion" claim goes up in flames. What is remarkable about

the last hour and a half of news is that Mueller & his team chose the OFFICIAL way to

show the truth. BLOOP!

See news about federal judge here:  
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BREAKING / NBC News: A federal judge has ordered 
prosecutors to file transcripts with the court Ret. Lt. Gen. Michael 
Flynn's conversations with Russian officials by May 31st.  
 
The order follows newly un-redacted filings in the case today:  
nbcnews.com/politics/justi…
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14. The justice machine is FINALLY at work bc Trump and Barr went SO FAR with

their criminal obstruction and crimes in general in Trump's case that Mueller's team

chose to go nuclear: "oh yeah? well then, let's start by unsealing some of what Flynn

gave us."

15. The federal judge ordering prosecutors to file transcripts of Flynn's convos with

RU officials is probably tied to Flynn's sentencing. And since Mueller and his team

weren't born yesterday, you can rest damn well assured they knew this would happen.

16. Just the voicemail, what Flynn said re: Congress and Administration people

reaching out to him AND his Wikileaks internal Trump campaign docs disclosure to

Mueller are ALARMING evidence of obstruction AND conspiracy. So um, BARR?

Didn't just lie. He obstructed justice, too.

17. I am not sure everyone is grasping the magnitude of this: This is Mueller

UNSEALING major evidence of obstruction AND conspiracy with Russia that Flynn

provided AND a judge ordering Mueller to ALSO share transcripts of Flynn's convos

with RU officials. FINALLY, justice.

18. The Mueller team knows full well the chain of events this sets in motion: they

chose the most official and legal way to show how Barr is lying AND hiding evidence

just and only to protect Trump, and how Trump DID obstruct justice AND conspire

with Russia. BLOOP! /END


